Here we find two dates, the first year of Jiaxi Dated the second year of Zhengtong (1445). Jiang's manuscripts in Da bei Monastery.

This was likely an alternate copy. It changed the date was deleted.ṃ

Danpailou, Chongwen men When this canon manuscript came to Beijing, it was bound or mounted in Hu's workshop, Biaobei hutong, Lai bin lou.

This volume was printed in the tenth year of Zhengtong (1445). Jiang's mansions in Badachu.

Sir 建極殿大學 most devout prayer that her husband, Zhao Zhigao, the Grand Secretary of the Jianji Palace (1127-1206), 1,632 volumes printed during the Yuan dynasty (1206-1368), 868 volumes printed during the

For more details, please see this link.

The auction presented some Buddhist scriptures that included: 56-62. yuanliu ji banben kao

re-carved during 1579 and 1584, and re-edited in 1706. It contains in total 7,185 booklets in 719 boxes.

If you would like to receive monthly emails on this topic, please sign up for our email list.

To our friends near and far, we hope that you stay safe and healthy in 2021 and that the Buddhist teachings you are willing to support the Chinese Buddhist canon research or sponsor the publication of challenges. We are grateful that you have continued to support our research Center during the pandemic. If access the HTML version. As we prepare this newsletter, our community is facing unprecedented...